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Hawaiian Freedom
Movements hits Seattle
Megan Lee

Staff writer
Where cultural preservation borders on racial discrimination,adiscussion on theliberation of the 50th U.S. state is well underway,
evenin Seattle.

Hawaiians andother interested parties are
rising up like lava to fight for what they feelis

n«m«gaa«HBnHHMaHMMBM|

Sovereignty and liberation supporters feel
it is time to protect the cultural, traditional and spiritual practices and resourcesHawaiians
feel are slipping away.
Some Hawaiians want to rebuild their sovereign nation, while others are just seeking
recognition. As this standing issuecontinues to heat up, it is sparking arguments.
There are plenty of black and white beliefs, for one side or another, but there are even
more gray areas.Even many Hawaiians areunclear on allthe issues. Nonetheless,the legal,
emotional and territorial battles are brewing.
The sovereignty andliberation movements,sometimes at odds, both stem from the feeling
that Hawaii was annexed illegally in 1898.Annexation came five years after the American
Military, as well as a few American civilians,seizedcontrol from the last HawaiianQueen,
Liluokalani.
kuleles and ceremonies were banned during the early 20th century. In the 1930s and
Ds it was forbidden to speak Hawaiian in the schools,
t was a far-flung issue before World War 11, then after the war Hawaii came to the
front;military and air travel brought [Hawaii] to the attention of the federal government
—
the Americanpeople it started to be seenmoreas a part ofAmerica," said Jeff Philpott,
Ph.D, chair of the Seattle University communication department. "Think about how many

fen

service people went through Hawaii during WWII."
For the last five years, Philpott has been analyzing rhetorical strategies of indigenous

liberation movements and their construction of identity.

Ii

1959, Hawaiibecamean official state. At this time theHawaiians were onlygiven the
cc of becoming a state or a colony,
utonomy was not an option,
ime native Hawaiians tell stories remembering the

western-dominated curriculum in the
>ols they attended.
—
~heyhated being Hawaiian at that time they said they would do anything to make their
skin white,"said Grant Carpio, a freshmaninternational business major and member ofHui
O Nani,a Hawaiian club at SU.
In the 19705, the HawaiianRenaissance
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began, according to Philpott. Hawaiian
public schools began teaching Hawaiian
language and culture again,and Hawaiian students got a chance to look at their
roots and see what happened.
Thecultural recovery and resistance of
the NativeHawaiian people began in the
1980s.Activistandresistance groups,such
as The Friends of the lolani Palace and
Free Hawaii organization, formed to articulate a growing desire for sovereignty.
Demonstrations and legal cases started
cropping up in the 19905.
"Often groups have a legitimate argument, but it doesn't get recognizedunless
—
a noticeable event comes along like
—
Halawa Valley that sparks a lot of interest. LikeRosaParks in Montgomery [Alabama] got the civil rights movement going; it takes an event,"Philpot said.
The Halawa Valley incident wasa 1999
dispute between Hawaiian cultural practitioners and the state Department of
Transportation overaccess to HalawaValley.
Eventslike Halawa Valley and the 1994
return of Kahoolawe Island, which had
previously been under the control of the
US military, stir excitement.
Efforts are still being made to clean
munitions on Kahoolawe, and travel
within a two-mile radius is still prohibited. Estimates vary on when it will be

See HAWAII, Page 8

Clubbing at lunch
Alex Zerbe from Brothers From Different Brothers demonstrates his juggling talents in the Student Center, second
floor, during lunchtime on Friday.

Cancelled talk causes controversy
Kate White

Staff writer
The MEChA-sponsored talk, "Coping
WithHIVand AIDS,"scheduled to take place
Friday, Nov. 14th in Piggot, was cancelled
amidcontroversy.

It began after MEChA leader Ruben
Velasco was told by Event Support Services
thatcondoms would not be allowed to bedistributed on campus during the talk and that
all material distributed at the discussion
would first need to be approved.
The discussion, intended to provide students with information on the virus and on
volunteer opportunities, was to be led by a
guest speaker andcoordinatorforthe Seattle
Treatment Education Program (STEP) at
Lifelong AIDS Alliance, RobertoGonzalez.
"He asked me if it'd be okay if we had

condoms and pamphlets with general information. Ifigured our school is pretty open,
and Ididn't think it'dbe that big of a problem. Isaid 'yes,'"explained Velasco.
But, after contacting Event Support Services, Velasco found out he was wrong.
"She said 'nocondoms,'" herecalled. "Becauseit would not be 'inaccordance with the
university's mission,'" said Velasco.
He expresseddisappointment about having to cancel the event:
"Within our community, AIDSand HIVare
never really discussed, but there are people
that get affected by this in really negative
ways," said Velasco.
When any guest speaker or event is organized to take place on campus, all informa-

See AIDS, Page 4
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Students become 'Work Wear Savvy'
was
*** their clothing well-coordinatedand fashionable,but
'*only
a'so w'tn"1tne budget ofsomeone who still may need to

work each day. Chris Wilson works in Public Relafor Holland America, andGabe Gonzales worksin
tions
Staff Writer
pay off a lot of college loans.
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New Silver Cloud Hotel plans to open soon
Mark Griswold
Staff Writer

"We are shooting for Dec. 7," said hotel
spokeswomanAllisonHelfen,whoaddedthat
the only thing they are waitingfor now is the
from the county.
occupancypermit
University's
neighbor,
new
Seattle
the SilAs far as openingceremonies go, thehotel
ver Cloud Inn, will finally be opening its
doors in a few weeks, albeit a few months is not planning to open with much festivity
but instead is choosing to "open quietly."
behind schedule.
"We willprobably have some sort of wine
The mid-priced hotel, which will be offering an opening rate of $99 per night for a and cheese ceremony for our inaugural
standard room through theendofnextApril, guests," said Helfen.
In addition to the hotel, "Cayenne," a
had originally anticipatedopeninglast sumrestaurant that will be
Southwestern-styled
mer but delays in construction have pushed
located
in
the
hotel
will
be opening on Jan.
thatdate untilnext month. The exact dateis
23
and
the
week for all
following
for
dinner
yet to be determined.

meals.Prior to thosedatesthe restaurant will
be hosting some private YIP events.
The new Silver Cloud Inn will offer free
guest laundry on every floor, free internet
service in all 179 rooms, an indoor pool,
Jacuzzi, a sundries shop offthe lobby,exercise facilities, and underground parking.
"It's avery nice facility," said Jim Korbein,
CEOof Silver Cloud Inns, alocal company
thathas nine other hotels in the area including one near the University of Washington

ago and cost $20 million to complete.
"I'm very proud of the design," said
Korbein. "Ithink it fits in well with the neigh-

borhood."
Korbein added that the surrounding area
hasbeen veryopen to the project and they've
received few complaints.
"It been a very quietproject compared to
other projects."
Helfen echoed this response saying that
boththe community council of the surrounding area and Swedish Hospital have welcampus.
The project has taken almost four years. comed the project with open arms, feeling
Constructionbegana year and eight months "it willspruce up the neighborhood."
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The 2003*04Student Center Advisory Board is seeking
interestedstudents to serve a one-year term. The Board's
purpose is to make recommendations and coordinate
projects that support the Board's mission to make the
Student Center more student centered.

2002-03 Student Center Advisory Board Accomplishments.

*
*

Advocated for 24 hour operations during finals week and
collaborated with ASSU to make It happen.
Surveyed studentsabout the building and recommended
that comfortable furniture be purchased.
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Identified game room equipment for the New Game Room.
Interviews will be conducted Thurs. 11/20/2003 & Friday
11/21/2003
For more Information,or questions contact
TaraRiall. Coordinator of Student Activities
ext. 2525 or riallt@seattleu.edu.

We bring information to you,
so you can bring
knowledge to life.

We can help.
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Cosmopolitan fashion comes to campus
Barbara Gering
Staff Writer
Several student volunteers paradedthrough
the Cherry StreetMarketon Wednesday,Nov.
12, looking glamorous in their FallBall attire. The cafeteria was filled with an audience eager to catch a glimpse of the annual
fashion show.
Kierstin Kirchmeier,a sophomore, was in
charge ofthe event.

SEAC organized the fashion show in order to "show people what to wear and create
more excitement for Fall Ball," said
Kirchmeier.
The theme for Fall Ball this year being
"Cosmopolitan," the women displayed an
"Audrey Hepburn" type of look. Since the
FallBallis a formal/semi-formalevent, their
apparel ranged from simple black cocktail
dresses to elegant prom gowns. Sleeveless
seemed to be a popularlook and many of the
women dressed up plain dresses withornate

accessories and hairdos.
The look for men was sleek,sexy, and styl-

ish. Some chose to go all out witha tuxedo.
Others wore dresspants witha nice dressshirt
and a tie. A few went for the semi-formal
look of khakis paired with a nice shirt.
The highlight of the event was the date
auction. About seven bachelors and two
bachelorettes wereauctioned off as FallBall
dates. Thelucky audience members whobid
high enough to win one of these dates were
also awarded with two free tickets to theFall
Ball and a limo ride to the Space Needle,
where the dance will beheld. SEACraised a
grand total of $ 160 from the date auction
which they plan to use towards paying for
the dance.
As for those who were not lucky enough
to win a date, Fall Ball tickets cost $15 for a
single, $25 per couple,and $60 for a group
of six. The dance runs from 9 p.m. to 1 a.m.
andincludes gourmetappetizers anddesserts.
Those who attend also have the option of
having a professional photograph taken. A
deluxe charter bus will be leaving campus
every half-hour during the dance to chauffer
students to and from the Space Needle.

Yosef Fufa, left, and ASSU executive vice-president Analisa
Photosby AJ.
Castaneda, right, auction off Terrence Sanchez, sophomore, as Fall Ball auction announcer, Yosef Fufa, lets the crowd know
a date to Fall Ball.
what to expect while modeling his cosmopolitan attire.

avez

Professors' talk 'Killing With Consent?'
focuses on ethical healthcare reform
Madeleine Hottman
Staff Writer

multi-facetedissue. Dombrowski
started by definingphysician-assisted suicide andeuthanasia. He
told the audience that there is no
crucial difference between the
two. He went on to mention passive and active euthanasia, passive meaning to let someone die,
active euthanasia being to kill that

munity

sible if it respected the
individual's autonomy and there
was a justifiable benefit for that
person to end his own life.
Barnes took the floor next and
started by saying that the difference between killing and allowing someone to die is not dualis-

could leadsociety away from improving and giving good palliative care. A fear of suffering, he
said,
although it is valid, should
When is it okay to let someone
exist
when end of life care is
not
die? Or to end someone's life?
He said that in Oregon,
the
issue.
helping
When does
someone die
where
assisted suicide
physician
murder?
become
38
legal,only
patients
were
is
use it as
questions
All of these
the
an option for dying, and thatOrtopic of the Arts and Sciences
Professors' Talk Tuesday, Nov. person, as with lethal injection. egonalso provides very effective
13. "KillingWith Consent?"gave Based on these definitions, palliative care. Barnes said the
an opportunity for students, Dombrowski made the case that focus needs to not necessarily be
alumni, and membersofthe com- euthanasia was ethically permis- on the cure in all cases, but the
to

discuss Catholic and

secular perspectives on the right
to die. Organized by Dan

Dombrowski and sponsored by
the College of Arts and Sciences,
the panel of professors included
Dombrowski and Licia Carlson,
Philosophy, and Charles Bares,
S.J.. Nursing and Society of
Jesus. The audience consisted of
many people from different backgrounds. There were 20 students, a
handfulof alumni, and two doctors.

The session started with each
professor presenting a side ofthis

ethics of care need to be considered.
Professor Carlson spoke last,
and she didn't take either side,but
instead presented an entirely new
view of the issue. She said that
most people who opt for eutha—
nasia are disabled not ill. In—
tic that there are gray areas be- stead of presenting for or against
tween the two. He presented the euthanasia on these grounds, she
argument that euthanasia and gave the audienceboth sides. Arphysician assisted suicide was guingagainst euthanasia,she said
wrong. The reasons he gave for
this were that there is a "slippery
slope" that in practical terms

that it is the ultimatediscrimination against people with disabilities.Because people who are dis-

abled aremore vulnerable to un- betweenmoralistic and practical
ethical euthanasia, they need the forms of euthanasia. This quesmost protection. She said that the tion carried the groupfor the rest
choice is more complicated and of the session, but the main conthese people aremoresusceptible sensus was that the dignity of
to being depressed or coerced by human life is the most important
financial circumstances to end deciding factor. The problem of
their lives. On theother hand, the social change, therefore, is cruarguments in favor of euthanasia cial to this issue.
are that people with disabilities
"This debate was wonderful. It
are not vulnerable as they are ste- was reallybalanced.Theseissues
reotyped to be. This stereotype really need to be debated in a publeads to discrimination, so it is lic forum," Tom Preston, a phyinhumane to make someone wait sician who was part of the audifor social change to let them end ence commentedafter the discus-

their suffering. She concluded by sion. "Most doctors avoid this
saying that these views are lim- topic
" as much as possible."
as
by
ited
social factors such
This was not a very good deor
assisted
so
bate.
It focused mostly on the refliving,
Medicare
until change happens, judgement ormation of healthcare. There
cannot be passed on thisissue ef-

fectively.
During the questionand answer
period after the professors pre-

was definitely a consensus that
[euthanasia]is permissible under
a better healthcare system," Julia
Voss, a sophomore, said of the

sented their arguments, the audi-

debate.

ence had an opportunity to have
a dialogue with the panel. The

Sara Harris, also a sophomore,
said, "It wasinteresting and dynamic.

first question asked the difference

It reallyengagedthe audience."
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AIDS (Continuedfrompage 1)
tion that will be distributed and event details are filtered
and for approval by Event Support Services.
"Oneofour responsibilities is to make sure that events are
inaccordance with the university's mission," said Liz Fenn,
Director of Event Support Services.
"We simply said 'no,' we couldn't allow you to hand out
condoms."
This is not the first time the issue ofdistributing condoms
has come up on campus.
"The condom issue is a common issue for students," said
Fenn. "It comes up every year."
Tim Leary, VicePresident ofStudent Development, could
not bereached for comment on the university's policy about

condom distribution.

"I think the school'spolicy is not really reasonable," said

Birch Blair, a sophomore journalismmajor.
"It doesn'tmake sense,"hesaid,"Promotingprevention [ofHIV/
AIDS] rather than abstinence is morepractical andrealistic."
However, for Gonzalez, who said that he does not teach
prevention, but rather treatment of the patient, the condom
issue is not an issue, in this case.
"I never bring condoms to my presentations," said
Gonzalez,"1 maymention them,but Ido not bring them."
Gonzalez saidthe reason the event was canceled was simply because "there wasn't enough time."
"The school needed time to approvethe materials that are
going to be presented. There just wasn't time," he explained.
Gonzalez's goalis to "empowerand educate the commu-

nity on HIV and AIDS treatment."
"I workwithpeopleafter they'vealreadybeen infected,"hesaid.

Velasco's goal, however, is to educate students on preventing the spread of HIV and AIDS. He explained that one of
the main goals of MECHA is to "get people moreaware of
what's going on."
"AIDS ishorrible. Especially in Seattle,"he said.
In King County, more thanhalfof the people infected live in
Seattleand most of themareourage,18 to25,according toVelasco.
Spreadingawarenessof and involvement withHIV/AIDS

has become a mission for Velasco.

'"I'vebeendoingAIDSwork sincemyfreshman year,"hestated.
"I yedoneAIDS volunteering,theAIDS walk, andcondompackingat AIDS Alliance. 1just want peopleto get involved."
Velascostillhas hope that the event will take place. With
backing from the Triangle Club, a group he called "more
affiliated with the university,"hebelieves that the content of
the talk may be approved.
"We'll probably put it on next quarter," he said, "because the
restrictions just aren't working for him [Gonalez]right now."

Alaskan Kuteeyaa dancers
entertain, share cultural heritage
Native American dancers from Southeast Alaska performed on the second floor
of the Student Center on Nov. 14. The group featured traditional dancers of all
ages. The event was part of Native American Heritage Month and was co-sponsored by the Office of Multicultural Student Affairs (OMSA) and professors from
the College of Arts & Sciences.
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'Celebration of Hope' mass links social
justice with a day of rememberance
Mark Griswold
Staff Writer

attendance felt this to be especially moving.
Cosgrove was working in El Salvadoras ahuman rights monitor when the
Jesuits weremurdered.
The Mass continued and the theme
throughout was social justice,especially
the social justice the Jesuits in El Salvador fought and ultimately died for.
At the endof theMass the "School of
theAmericas Pilgrims" came to thefront
andtold the congregationwhythey were
going to the School of the Americas

Thirteen years ago at the Universidad Centroamericana in
El Salvador six Jesuits, their housekeeper and her daughter
were slain by members of the Salvadoran military. This past
Monday several people gathered at St. Ignatius Chapel to
pay tribute to these martyrs.
"We gather because 13 years ago Jesuit priests atanother
Jesuit university were killed. We were awakened. Wehonor
them and pray for their people and other people whoare oppressed." stated Fr. Sundborg, S.J., who delivered the Mass.
The Mass, a "Celebration of Hope," began with the read(SOA) to protest.
ing thepoem"For the Salvadoran Jesuits,GoodFriday 1990,"
by author and Seattle University graduate Serena Cosgrove.
"The people who receivethe injustice
The poem has been read at the Hope Mass since it began but can't physically go there so Ias a stuthis was the first time it wasread by the author and manyin dent and a U.S. citizen can protest this

institution ofmy country," stated
one of the Pilgrims, Matt Blame, a senior International Studies major.
The congregation gave the SOA Pilgrims a blessing for their upcoming journey and was then sent out into the world
to the hymn "Let Justice Roll Like A
River."

Remembrances crosses,
for those killed by SOA
graduates, stand in the
Lemieux Library front
lawn.
Mark Griswold

Abstinence debate sparks audience response
SU and UW debaters present opposing
views on abstinence-only education
Kevin Curley

were Greta Smith, a senior political science major and Craig Lay, a sophomore

in lower teen pregnancy and domestic
abuse.
electrical engineering major. In 2001,
Greta Smith spoke first for Seattle UniSeattle University and University of Smith was named one of the 32 best col- versity and laid the groundwork for abstiWashington debate teams challenged each lege or university debaters in the country. nence-only sexual education. She spoke
other in a debatethat addressed abstinence Both Smith and Lay competed in the Na- withconfidence and enthusiasm as she lob-

Staff Writer

onlysex educationand comprehensivesex tional Debating Tournament last year in bied for abstinence-only education. She
Portland andadvanced to the final rounds. stressed to the audience that a schooi eneducation in Casey Atrium on Nov. 12.
MaraAdelman,Ph.D., professor of com- The tournament, which is held every year, vironment should not be the setting for sex
munications and director of the academic consists of almost 300 teams from differ- education. She presented alternative avsalons, introduced the importance of en- ent schools across the nation.
enues such as your doctor or community
The University of Washington debate wellness programs. The main focus of
gagingjustice,specifically the importance
team was represented by Shaun Wood, a Smith's proposition for abstinence- only
of sexual justice.
The debate roomwas full ofstudents and senior history and literature major, and sexual education is that students should not
faculty from both schools. While the au- Jacob Casey, a senior political science and be forced to fit the altered norm of having
dience filled their seats, the debaters went anthropology major. Wood and Casey sex, rather they should have the tools to
over their notes and began to construct were debaters in high school, but only say no to sex and not be coerced into it by
their rebuttals to possible questions from joined the University of Washington de- peers. Smith countered the opposition by
bate team in last year.
expressing that the use of birth control
the opposition
The first speaker, UW's Shaun Wood, gives the responsibility of sexual encounBefore the debate started, the rules of
the debate were addressed to the audience addressed the government's view on why ters solely on the women.
by the Seattle University debate coach, public schools should teach comprehenShe directed most ofher argument to coKara Heinrichs,director of forensics,com- sive sexual education to students. His key ercive sexual encounters and responsibilmunications/journalism. The debate was concerns were based on the idea that if ity of the sexual encounters.
Casey's rebuttal to Smith's argument
based off the parliamentary debate style, only abstinence is taught to students, then
which focuses on the interaction of the the children are not beingprepared for the highlighted the issues that his partner emaudience to agree or disagree with the dangers of sexual intercourse. "Absti- phasized. He focused on education that
speaker. Audiencemembersare instructed nence-onlybased sexual education doesn't informed students not only of the dangers
to clap or stomp when they agree, or to teach kids
about the use of of having sex, but how to protect yourself
"hiss" when they disagree with what the contraceptives...it censors kids about the if you are ever in a sexual situation.
"If someone chooses to have sex, there
speaker is arguing. Thisallows the speaker reality of sexual interaction in our
are ways to protect your self,"Casey said.
to focus on what the audience likes and schools," Wood said.
Wood included in his argument, a case
He continued by adding that sexual edudislikes.
The event is broken into six main parts: study in Vermontthat concluded teaching cation is not only up to the individual,but
the first person to speak is given seven students about the use of birth control, also the community. He introduced eduminutes to present the issue he/she is rep- condoms, andother contraceptives resulted cation in the home as well as schools, so
resenting. Then the opthat parents are informed of the risks as
position is given eight
well. Casey and Wood focused a majority of their argument on lower income
minutes to present their
position. The second
families. However this did spark some
Schools are not
"Harrummpffs" from the audience. He
and third speakers give
are
also reiterated the fact that if we don't talk
eight minute rebuttal arto
guments
their
opposition's motion. At

the end, each teamis allowed time to give a final rebuttal to the audi-

ence for why they
should win the debate.
The winning team is
chosen by the audience.
Representing Seattle

the proper placefor
sexual education ... schools
places for learning the truth .
teaching kids that condoms will
prevent pregnancy and sexually
transmitted diseases is not the
truth.

..

-Craig Lay, sophomore, electrical
engineering

about sex, wearerisking the safety of our
children.
Seattle University's Craig Lay joined
the debate supporting abstinence only
education. Lay emphasized that while
growing up he educated himself on the
risks and dangers of engaging in sexual
activity. He countered the opposition expressing that condoms do not completely
prevent diseases such as human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) and Human

papillomavirus (HPV), a virus that can
cause warts.

"Schools are not the proper place for
sexual education schools are places for
learning the truth
teaching kids that
condoms willprevent pregnancy and sexually transmitted diseases is not the truth,"
Lay said.
He reemphasized that the doctor's office
and community wellness offices should be
used for proper sexual education.
When askedby Wood if he would rather
be someone whoknew how to protect him-

...
...

self or someone who didn't, Lay replied

"1 wouldrather be the person who has a
strong stance on not having sex at all."
The final rebuttals by Smith and Wood
represented the final comments ofboth arguments and emphasized the key points
that the audience agreed with. Smith argued thatsexual education in schools is preventingsomething that has already occurred.
"Sexual education places all the responsibility on women, abstinence places the
responsibility ofsexual encounters on both
the female and the male," Smith said.
"If wegive theproper tools to people to

say no to sex, than we can deter coercive
sexual encounters," Smith said.
Wood presented a strong case in favor
of public schools teaching sexual education. He pointed out that educating students on abstinence does not address the
real issues in today's world. He stressed
that abstinence only education does not
give real options to individuals that are
having sex. One strong point that both
Wood and Casey highlighted was that students are having sex alreadyand not teaching students ofpreventive means is wrong.
In the end, the audience overwhelmingly
believed that Wood and Casey had made a
convincing argument for the use of comprehensive sexual education in public
schools. Wood explained after the debate
that it the result of the debate is usually
determined before it starts.
"Most people already know what they
believe is true before they hear the
debaters...its hard to change that opinion
in 40 minutes," Wood said.
Throughout the debate the audience
could be heard stomping their feet, hissing at the speaker, and yelling "shame"
when they disagreed.
Heinrichs remarked, "I'm really impressed by the interaction of the audience
they were well informed of the topic
and brought upquestions that the debaters
had not touched on."

...
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Basketball begins with season openers
Angelina Sanelli
Sports Editor

come within four.Then Andy Bloommade a
pair of free throws to pull SU within three,
84-81.
But, with only 1 3 seconds left, the GreyMEN'S BASKETBALL
hounds were able to break SU's press, and
Themen's basketball teamfinished 1-1last made another basket just before the final
weekendin theRon LogsdonClassic,hosted buzzer to get the victory.
JuniorNic Lano made 16 points, had five
by Sonoma State University.
The team played Indianapolis in the first rebounds and three assists. Freshman
game,but lost 86-81 in a greatcomeback at- TrevanteNelson hadl5 points and two steals.
tempt. It was the season opener for both Sophomore Scott Rainey added six points.

SophomoreJeffMcDaniel finished with 11

teams.

The Redhawks scored in double figures, points and four rebounds;andBloom finished
but it was not enough tostop the Greyhounds the game with 16 points and four rebounds.
In the Redhawks' next game against Cal
from shooting 58 percent from the field and
Bay,Bloom scored 11 ofhis
State-Monterey
seven,
of their 11 three-point shots.
making
19
in the first half to help
game-high
points
TheRedhawks were behind 75-60 with in
to
a
victory over the Otlead
Seattle
72-65
the fourth quarter with only 4:37 left in the
ters.
straight
points
to
game,but then scored nine
Lano added 11 points
and a game-high seven
rebounds in the victory.
Senior Eddie Lincoln
had tenpoints andFreshmanKevinHarrisonhad
six points and one assist.
The Redhawks shot 62
percent from the field in

Eddie Lincoln (left) scored 13 points in both
games and went 5-for-7 and Jelani Williams
(right) scored 5 points also in both games
and went 2-for-9 from the field.
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range.

Both

teams

had

troubleholdingon to the
ball,each turningit over
3 1 times.

The Redhawks beat
AdamsState 55-45 in the
final game of the week-

end leaving the team
the second half and fin- with a record of 1-1.
ished at 54 percent for
Pewitt lead the team
the game. They were yet again in scoring and
also 4-for-9 from three- rebounding. She scored
point range and 14-for- eight ofher team-high 12
19 from the free-throw points in the first half to
line.
help the team take an 18The Redhawks open point leadat thehalf.She
the Seattle University also led Seattle with
Tip Off-Classic on Fri- eight rebounds and two
day, Nov. 21 against blocked shots.

MacMurray Collegeat 7
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whole game, even though they shot 4-of-20
from the fieldinthe secondhalfand finished
Seattle University fell to Fort Lewis Col- at 39 percent for the game.
Busch scoredall 11 ofher points inthe first
lege 88-71 in the openinggame of the Colohalf
and shot 4-for-4 from the field. Junior
on
Tip-Off
Saturday
rado Christian
Classic
Nicole Dascenzo had eight points and three
evening.
steals.
It was the season opener for both teams.
Cordova added five points and seven reSophomore transferNikki Pewitt scored a
game-high 18 points as anew Redhawk. Se- bounds.
Younghad four points, threerebounds and
nior Leah Welton added 12 points, including
seniorJadeWhite
alsoaddedfive points and
3-for-6 from three-pointrange. SeniorMarisa
help
two
steals
to
the
Redhawks to their vicYounghad 11 points and four steals and Setory.
nior Deanna Cordova had 10 points and six
Seattle hosts Northwest College in its
rebounds.
on Friday, Nov. 21 at 5 p.m.
homeopener
JuniorThresia Buschalsoadded fivepoints
and two steals.
Seattleshot 42 percent
from the field and 31
percent from three-point
WOMEN'S
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SU never gaveup their Marisa Young (with ball) scored 15 points in
lead throughout the both aames: Leah Welton (#2l) scored 16.
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Visitstevenspass.com/trdnsportation
for details on our shuttle from Sultan.
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Redhawks sweep wildcats again
Madeleine Ilot(man
Staff Writer

events. JonathanBartsch was alsoa doubleevent winnerwith

a time of 4:18.26in the 400-yard individual medleyand2:01.5
in the 200-yard backstroke.

Dwight Thompson won the 1650-yard free in 16:10.07.
The Seattle University
Redhawks swept the Central
Other event winners were Rui
WashingtonUniversity WildEwald in the 200-yard butterfly
cats in a dual swim meet
and Matt Oram in the 200-yard
Thursday,Nov. 13 at Central
breaststroke.
Washington.
National qualifiers Fischbach
Jesse Shelton led the
andGallagherwon theirqualifyingevents, Fischbach in the 200Redhawks with two of their
NCAA II national 'B qualiback with a time of 2:09.78 and
Gallagherin the 200-breast with
fying marks to sweep the
men's meet 142-63. The men
Gallagher also won the 50 free
won seven individual events
Courtesy of SU Athletics
andboth relays,sweepingthe
in 25.35 seconds.
50- free and the 200-breast. Jesse Shelton
Kristen Michener was also a
The Redhawk womenalso t aok their meet 140-62. Elise
double event winner in the 200yard free with a timeof2:01.54
Fischbach and Marion Gallag icr qualified nationally,
and the 500-yard free in 5:27.54.
The womenwon eight ofnir c individualevents, and they
Other event winners were Erin
finished 1-2-3 in the 400-IM 200-flv. 500-free. and the Elise Fischbach
200-breast.
Matthew in the 400 individual
The national qualifiers ofSeattle University's men were medley with a timeof 4:48.87, Kristie Rice in the 200-fly
led by Shelton. who had a 50-yard freestyle time of 21.4 with 2:16.88, and Rachel DiPasquale in the 100-frec with
seconds and 47.14 in the 100-yard free which won both 55.23 seconds.

REDHAWKS
SPORTS &
LEISURE
CALENDAR
Thursday. Nov. 20111
Women's Volleyball vs.Cal State-Bernadino (away)

Kickboxing 5-6 p.m. @ Connolly Classroom

NCAA votes two Redhawks
teams out of post season play
Lauren Farricker

Staff Writer
It became clear that selection for the NCAA post season
doesn't favor all.
With the strict selection process both the men and women's
soccer teams, although proving very high competition levels, did not get ranked high enough to competepost season

play.

In the case of the men's team, it's interesting to consider
that in season play they beat three Division 1 schools, but
were not ranked in the top three to compete.
"There is always someone who isn't happy with the selectionprocess, that's a given. It's sad to consider that it was SU
in this case," Jason Lichtenberger, SU's Sports Information
Director explained.
Peter Fewing,men's soccer coach for theSU team, is part
of the regional committee which decides who goes into the
Regional Tournament.
"San Diego beat the teams that were in competition, and
proveda stronger competitor," said Fewing.
It is a sad reality to consider. The selection process for
post season play is based solely off NCAA ranks.
"There are other rankings such as the Regional Coaches
Poll, the only numbers considered for selection for the tournament are ours," Arthur explained, with regards to NCAA

SU's team's arc relativelynovice incompetition forNCAA
post play. After their transition from the NAIALeague,there
was a four-year probation period where both the men and
womenwere not eligible to compete for post season play.
Last year was the first year that the teams were eligible to
compete: however,they didn't qualify for post season.
This year's teams were considered likely candidates for
competition.
"(SU) Simply did not have the numbers to compete,"ex- policy.
plains Troy Arthur, who deals with Men's Soccer for the
JasonLitchenbergertalksabout frustration withregards to
NCAA.
the process because it is his belief that goalsand competitors
need to be taken into account for the selection process to be
completely accurate.
is always
who "The committeeshould factor in which team finishes the

'There
someone
isn't happy with the selection
process, that's a given, it's sad
to consider that it was su in
this case," Jason
Lichtenberger, SU's Sports
Information Director

Yoga Plus 4-5:15 p.m. @ Connolly Quiet Room

Yoga 6-7 p.m. @ Connolly Quiet Room
Sculpting 6:10-6:55 p.m. @ Connolly Classroom
Irish Step Dance 7-8 p.m. @Connolly Classroom

Friday. Nov. 21Women's basketball vs.NW College 5 p.m. (home)
Men's Basketball vs. MacMurray 7 p.m. (home)
Yoga 1-2 p.m. @ Conno/Jy Quiet Room

Saturday.Nov. 22nd
Men's basketball vs. Lewis & Clark 7 p.m. (home)
Kick-bo 11 a.m.-12 p.m. @Connolly Classroom

Monday. Nov. 24th
Basic Yoga 4:30-5:30 p.m. @ Connolly Quiet Room

Conditioning 5-6 p.m. @ Connolly Classroom
Spinning 5:30 p.m. @ Connolly Spinning Room

strongest, and when consideringgoals scored, the margin of

goals against the opposition is a very goodsign of a team's
strengths," said Lichtenberger.
With the case of the women's team, "it's sad to think that
one of the teams which beat out SU finished with a record of
9-7-2, whereSU's record was 14-4-1," Lichtenberger says.
"We were the deserving team,however that is not the decidingfactor always,because there aresomany factors which
the committee is held accountable for."
Ingeneral, its seems the SU team is still young and needs
to grow stronger so that they know the challenges faced at a
higher levelof play.

Tuesday. Nov. 25th
Men's basketball vs.Multanomah College 7 p.m. (home)

Jazzercise 7:15-8: 15 a.m. @Connolly Classroom
Pilates 4:45-5: 35 p.m. @ Connolly Classroom
Racquetball 5-8 p.m. at Racquetball Court 3
Spinning 5-6 p.m. @ Connolly Spinning Room
Dynamic Yoga 5:45-7 p.m. @ Connolly Classroom

SPORTS BEAT:
SU

Capoeira 7-8:30 p.m. @ Connolly Classroom
Swing Dance 7:30-8:30 p.m. @ Pigott Auditorium

The girls volleyball teamearned the No. 6 seed and willopen
tonight inCalifornia at 5 p.m. against third-seededCal StateSan
Bernardino, whoisalsorankedNo.6nationally intheAVCA Divi-

Wednesday. Nov. 26th

sionIICoaches Poll.

The winner of that match will take on Western Washington on
Friday at 5 p.m. The other quarterfinalwinner wHI face UC San
DiegoonFriday at 7:30 p.m.
The championship match will be played on Saturday at 7 p.m.
Each oftheregional winners willadvance to the national championships that willbe hosted by one of the regionalchampions on

Yoga 4:15-5:15 p.m. @ Connolly Quiet Room
Conditioning 5-6 p.m. @ Connolly Classroom
Evening Yoga 5:30 - 6:30 p.m. @ Connolly Quiet Room
Spinning 6-7 p.m. @ Connolly Spinning Room

Dec.4-6.

TheRedhawks hadthree straight 3-0 sweeps, followedbya 3-1
victory overNW Nazarene last Saturday in its regular season finale. SU finished 13-5 in GNAC play to capture secondplace in
_
the conference behindWestern.

Wing Chun 6:45-7:15 p.m. @ Connolly Spinning Room

Girls volleyball team talks after winning.

Kyokushin Karate TBA @ Connolly Classroom
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HAWAII continuedfrom Page1
mate argument,but it doesn't get recognized unless a
—
—
noticeable eventcomes along like Halawa Valley

that sparks a lot ofinterest. Like Rosa Parks in
Montgomery [Alabama] got the civil rights movement going; it takes an event,"PhilpotT said.
The Halawa Valley incident was a 1999 dispute
between Hawaiian cultural practitioners and the state
Department of Transportation over access to Halawa
Valley.
Events like Halawa
Valley and the 1994 return
of Kahoolawe Island,
whichhad previously been
under the control of the US
military, stir excitement.
Efforts are still being
made to clean munitions on
Kahoolawe, and travel
within a two-mile radius is
still prohibited. Estimates
vary on when it will be
inhabitable again.
The Kahoolawe Island
ReserveCommission
(KIRC) is overseeing the
reclamation endeavor and
making weekly reports.
In October, 2003 the Office of Hawaiian Affairs
(OHA) released theresults of a telephone survey
which concluded that a solid majority, of both native
and non-native Hawaiian residents, support the
motion for federal recognition of national independence but don't want to lose federally funded programs benefiting people of Hawaiian descent.
The poll showed 71 percent of the approximately 300 people who responded would be willing
to register for a roster of native Hawaiians.
OHA feels this group would be the keycomponent in the formation of a native representative body,
but sovereignty and liberation activists claim the poll
is unreliable,because of erroneous sampling.
OHAis a government office, for which only
people of Hawaiian ancestry could run and vote, until
recently. However, as the result of a legal precedent,
non-native Hawaiians can now run for office and
vote.

Offices like OHA were originally established
by the federal government in an effort to create
reparation policies which would benefit native
Hawaiians. But the Akaka bill and independence
activists insist that government offices like these are
intrinsically racist. Many organizations like OHA
sprang up in the 1970s and early 1980s, such as the
Department of Hawaiian Homelands (DHHL).
Despite the proliferation of agencies, its easy to
get confused about the issue. In addition to the
various state agencies, there are a plethora of activisttype organizations, like The Friends of the lolani
Palace and Free Hawaii. They are popping up as an
echo to the governmental groups.As these groups
continue to fragment, many Hawaiians are coming to
view the splintering as a weakening force upon the
movement.

Other Hawaiians see the liberation movement
and sovereignty movements as overlapping, perhaps
even complementary struggles."Thereare so many
people who just complain," said Hui O Nani President and senior liberals studies major Cassie Hussey.
"People are pushing and pulling, but Ithink we
need to concentrate on preserving our culture. We
need to understand these laws of discrimination— it's
—
discrimination,but it's also preservation where do
you draw the line?"
Hussey is a graduate of Kamehameha, a school
on the big island formed to give preference to native
Hawaiians. It was established in 1887 by Bernice
Pauchi Bishop, the great granddaughter and last royal
descendent of King kamehameha.
On Tuesday U.S. District Judge Alan Kay voted
to uphold the Hawaiian only Kamehameha admission

policy. This reversed the Aug. 20, 2003 court order
forcing Kamehameha to enroll a non-native Hawai-

unconstitutional but racially controversial.
Kyle voiced concern that it wouldmake people
ian student.
of different races, who live together, subject to
Demonstrators and activists continue talking
different legal codes.
On the other hand, theNational Association for
and watching the symbolic gestures, like Halawa
the Advancement of Colored People (NAACP)
Valley, Kahoolawe andKamehameha.
unanimously approved a resolution to support the
Lately,marches haven't been as big as the
Federal Recognition of native Hawaiians,on the
centennial march on Washington DC in 1993,
States,
grounds
of supporting the right to self-determination.
commemorating 100 years of United
occupation of
Of the 450,000 people who count themselves as
Hawaiians, only approximately 7,500 would qualify
Hawaii.
But
as citizens under the Akaka bill.
they remem"One thing about landour [Hawaiian] history
ber the taste teacher emphasized was no one owned the land, not
of gestures
even the chief. You just took from theland what you
—
like
needed. It was pride for your own land it wasn't a
place it was your home," Carpio said.
Clinton's
1993 formal
"We learn about Japanese interment camps, and
discriminations against the Jews, but no one really
apology,
known as
knows anything about what happened to the Hawaithe "apology ian people.They don't teach you these kinds of
resolution," things in elementary school, or high school unless
recognizing you went to a high school like Idid," Hussey menthe cententioned. Hussey went to the Kamehameha School.
nial.
Rachel Akau, Hui O Nani club member and
;
"■■"" ~"' .ir^r
>y^I
sophomore
s—ls
creative writing major, also graduated
There
from Kamehameha. She feels it was not only an
are still
several lawsuits challenging the constitutionality of
excellent academic opportunity, but a special cultural
experience.
programs that promote and protect Native Hawaiian
culture,preserve natural resources, political rights
"It is a really good school, they promote
generations.
Hawaiians to go on to further education" Akau
and land for future
emphasized.
One of the main legal issues pending is the
Akaka bill (S. 344), introduced by Senators Akaka
While activist organizations continue to fragment, they continue staunchly in their beliefs, they
(D-Hawaii) and Inouye (D-Hawaii).
see no middle ground, while most Hawaiians purely
According to the text of the Akaka bill, intro11,
seek recognition and justice as Hussey does.
2003, the United States has a special
duced Feb.
political and legal responsibility to promote the
"The Kingdom of Hawaii was recognized as a
welfare ofnative Haaiian citizens,and set up a
nation before the United States," said Bob Roggasch,
process for the United States to recognize a native
Founder and Director ofAmericans for First Nations
and
governing
entity
representative
outspoken editorofFreeHawaii.org.
Hawaiian
as the
"Hawaii is recognized as the 25th nation of the
governing body of thenative Hawaiian people.
nation,
Hawaii would then become a nation within a
United Nations stemming back „to us being a charter
working directly with the United States
government
tates government.
Sovereignty is so embedThe Akaka bill seeks
recognition
federal
of native
ded in Hawaiian culture it
Hawaiians as an indigenous
comes out in music groups like
people within the United State
Sudden Rush, aband that sings
(which they have never had
outspokenly about Hawaiian
before) with a special political
issues.
relationship with the United
Activists are still writing,
speaking out and taking to the
States government.
The founding ofa native
streets clad in red shirts and
slogans like, the last star on, the
Hawaiian government would
allow nativeHawaiians to
first star off.
secure what they believe they
In his 1998 State of the
are entitiled to: culture, reState Address, former Governor
sources, rights and land for
Ben Cavetano (D-Hawaii)
future generations. But it
stated the recovery of Hawaiian
comes with strings attached.
self determination is not only an
These strings have the
issue for Hawaii, but for
Hawaiians demonstrating in th
America.
capital of Honolulu.
For native Hawaiians,
The opposition to liberanon-natives and mainlanders
tionand sovereignty feel the
thereare no easy answers
emerging to the preservation
nativeHawaiian people are not
AJ Chavez and discrimination issues
now,nor have they ever been
at
Hussey,
Hui
O
Nani
Cassey
"indigenous to the United
stake. But students like Akau
President and liberal studies
States", as the Akaka bill says
and Hussey arehit close to
major,
is
Hawaiian
native.
a
they are. They feel that if this
home by the struggle, even
bill passes, and Hawaiians
while attending college in
accept it, the chances of therestoration of their lands Seattle.
Though neither Hussey nor Akau count themand traditions will become as clouded as those of the
aboriginal peoples of continental North America.
selves as part of the movement, both have strong
According to an article published inthe Honoopinions to offer on the subject.
lulu Advertiser, some Hawaiians feel this "odious bit
Hawaii may represent an often dreamed about
refuge from rain and school for many other students
of legislation" is an effort to legalize the further
and the struggle for Hawaiian independence can
colonization of Hawaii by,the American Governeasily seem obscure and distant. But few realize the
ment.
Senator Jon Kyle (R-Ariz) opposes thebill. He
educational resources like Hussey and Akau who
study in their midst.
feels this legislation is not only impractical and
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Hidden commuter haven located on campus
Lauren Farricker

Staff Writer
For SU students who commute, or are considered to be part ofa variant community within the
institution,SU attempts to reach out through the
Collegiaprogram. Thereare five collegiums on
campus, each unique in the community they serve.
Lynn Collegium, designed for undergraduate
students mainly from Arts and Sciences, has a broad
background and environment,especially within the
variety of majors found for students within the
community. This collegium opened in 1996, and the
community atmosphere providedby this sort of
service on campus showed interest in increasing
outreach to other SU communities.
The next social experiment of sorts on campus,
within the commuterpopulation, occurred in 1997
with the Chardin Collegium which grouped together

students, from a variety of spectrums of SU's
educational programs. This included nursing
students,business students,as well as science and
engineering students. Along with the graduate
commuters, there was also a large population of
science and engineering students within McNulty
Collegium.
The new Student Center has been a great
opportunity for students to pursue a much deeper
connection with other commuter students, along with
the institution itself. With the opening of this new
building, two new collegiums emerged: Tekakwitha
and Reidy. Students of the College of Arts and
Sciences mainly junior and senior will be found at
Tekakwitha; while graduate students as well as nontraditional undergraduates such as Matteo Ricci
students can seek community at Reidy.
The facilities include study area, kitchen area,
computer space, along with a stereo to play music

quietly. These are considered provisions for a
commuter student,because a collegium is a "home
away fromhome."
Sophy Hernandez, a student whohas spent
many hours commuting to and from school, decided
to represent this student population with her role as
ASSU's Commuter Student Representative. She
shares her thoughts on Tekakwitha Collegium which
she is a member of, "Ibelieve that the collegia
program creates an environment that any willing
student can find a comfortable space for themselves,
Iam witness to the friendships that are born in
collegia." Hernandez believes that the support from
SUstaff creates an irreplaceable senseof community
which fosters friendship and a higher education.
"They make it a point to know my name and offer
their guidance and friendship, which is proven in a
small wave in the hallway which makes me feel more
connected to campus."

Black Student Union brings diversity to students
Austin Burton
OpinionEditor

What's in a name? Plenty if you ask Monica Brown,
president of Seattle University's Black Student Union
(BSU). When Brown was elected BSU president last
spring, the first thing she did was change theclub's name
from Associated Students ofAfrican Descent (ASAD)
to BSU.
With the new title, the fact that BSU has increasedits
membership doesn't strike Brown as acoincidence.
"I think changing the name hada big impact," Brown
said. "No one knew what ASAD stood for, because it's
not a common acronym. Changing to BSU helpsclarify
what we are. We have about 30 people now, which is
definitely more than usual."
Brown, a senior marketing major, has been associated with BSU since her freshman year. As a sophomore she was the club's activities coordinator, and last
year served as vice president.
As president, she plans to not only continue to increase membership, but enhance the group's visibility
on campus andin the community.
"In the past we did Umoja Ball and Martin Luther
King Day, and that was it," Brown said. "Other than
that we'd just get together and laugh and joke and do
nothing. 1 want to have us involved inactivities all year.
It's business, but it's still fun."

The club's claim to fame will likely remain Umoja
Ball, however ("Umoja" means "unity" in Swahili). The
event will be held on Jan. 16 in the Laßoux Room at
the Student Center, and features various forms of entertainment from spoken word artists,singers and dancers, as well as acatered dinner. Thereisalso a dance at
the endof the night.
"All of the clubs have a main event that celebrates
what they're about, and Umoja Ball is ours," Brown
said. "But we're not trying to have Umoja Ball be the
only event we do."
Among Brown's plans are to haveBSU volunteer at
local food shelters, host high school students who are
interested in attending SU, and work with BSUs at local high schools.The club also had a hand in bringing
in this year's Martin Luther King Day speaker, Rev.
Dr. John Hunter from Seattle's First African Methodist
Episcopal church.
For fun, Brown said she plans for BSU to attend several shows and events as a group, from Seattle Supersonics games to comedy shows andmovies.
A.J. Brooks,a junior accounting major, got involved
with BSU for the first time this year. "It gives Black
students a group in which they can associate with others. The percentageof African-Americans is small here,
so it gives a chance to congregate andbe represented."
Brooks is one of few males in ihe club. Aside from
BSU's advisor, admissions counselor Douglas Leek,

there are maybe a handful of males at the group's biweeklymeetings.
"Most people notice it, but it's not aproblem," Brown
said. "I mean, there's only so much you can do to attract new members. People have to take it upon themselves to get involved.
"A good percentageof the black men on campus are
on the basktball team, though, so the schedule just
doesn't work for them."
Brooks, whois on thebasketball team,said he wanted
to get involved with BSU in the past,but couldn't. "I've
always wanted to be involved,but Iwasn't able to.All
the meetings and everything coincided withbasketball."
Tiffany Durr,a senior psychologymajor who has been
involved with the group since her freshman year, believes theclub is important. "Itcan give[African-American students] support, and also brings culture and diversity to the campus."
"Youdon't get that (diversity) in class," Brownadded.
"In my classes I'm usually the only African-American.
A club like BSU is important,especially if you're coming from anenvironment where you were in the majority to a place where you're an extrememinority."
The group is spending most of their time organizing
Umoja Ball at the moment, but come January, there
won't be any dead period.
"We will be active," Brown said. "I don't want to give
anyone anexcuse to say, 'BSU isn'tabout anything.'"
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Gothika too predictable to be terrifying
Marissa Cruz

Pete Graham (RobertDowney
Jr.). She is the prime suspect in

A&E Editor
"You can't trust somebody

when they think you're crazy,"
Chloe (Penelope Cruz) says to
Dr.Miranda Gray (Halle Berry)
in Dark Castle Entertainment's
Gothika. Dr. Miranda Gray is a
brilliant criminal psychologist
with the perfect amount of
calculated detachment from her
patients, and after a horrible
accident, she finds herself on the
other side of the observation
glass,being treated by the man
whoused to beher colleague.Dr.

the brutal murder of her husband,
andconvinced she is possessed
by a ghost. Sounds interesting,
right?
Well, it would be, if the
story wasn't so predictable, the
acting wasn'tso below par and
the plot didn'thave so many
holes in it. Berry's character,
Miranda Gray, doesn't seem to
elicit any sympathy from her
audience.Admittedly, anyone can
agree that what happens to her is
terrible, but the situationis too
far-fetched, and her acting is too

unconvincing to truly feel
connected to her character.
Unfortunately, there's
nothing good to say about
Downey Jr.'s or Cruz's acting,
either. Perhaps the only good
thing to say about either of them
is that at least PenelopeCruz has
gained some weight, and doesn't
look so much like a moth
anymore,as Cameron Diaz's
character in 200 l's Vanilla Sky so
aptly put it. The best acting in the
film, sadly, was the creepy ghostgirl, because she never opens her
creepy little ghost-mouth.
The plot twists and turns in
unimaginablybad directions at

possibly the worst times, leaving
holes and unanswered questions.
Perhaps the worst part of the
wholemovie is that they broke
one of the cardinal rules of
movie-making: they used a deus
ex machina to create a resolution.
"To be quite clear, if you've
ever seen What LiesBeneath
(2000), Gothika is the same sort
of concept, with the same sort of
premise.However, the former
was executed much better.
Bottom line: just rent What

Lies Beneath,stay at home,and
save your $9.50 for something
else.

Photography exhibit
at SCCC cold as ice
MeganLee
Stuff Writer
Interesting may be a vague and
overly used word, but it is the best
word to describe Samuella
Samaniego's art show Ice Forms, Life
Forms, Love Forms currently on
display at Seattle Central Community
College.
Samaniego's luminescent photo-

graphs are attractive, clean and
modern, but they look like something
to be hung up in a suburban Starbucks
or an advertising agency. The framing
is well done and it is professionally
put together, but the photographs lack
a certain moxie. They are just there;
they don't quite stand out and speak to
you.

The muted tones and subtle forms

the actual finished product isn't quite
as good as the intention.
Though "#2 in a series of 4" is a
brilliant photograph, it takes a moment
to see it. The triangle of the lower jaw
shooting away from the triangle of the
shoulder is very raw and sensual. It

has representative inklings of
Samaniego's talent for catching the
epic human image.
Then, she has pieces like "And
Pianissimo,"
so...
which looks like half
of a Michael Jordan poster, that don't

work.

Most of the show seemed

to be

some abstract chronicle of the melting
polar ice caps, dirty snow sadly beaten
down and angularly decomposing as it
gradually seeps back into the sea at the
mercy of man. The collection is

National Geographic stock photos

To My Surprise's debut
album an eclectic surprise

are pleasing to the eye and warrant a
glimpse, but they are intrinsic background music, a sort of artificial
scenery. The wintry, black-and-white
tone, combined with the silver selenium Samaniego exclusively uses for
her photographs, is nice, but not quite

presents the

scattered on the production floor. She
ice as the forgotten life
forms of the earth. It's not consumable

Madeleine Hottman
StaffReporter

right now, it's just there rotting
uselessly. This tendency is exemplified
in "Glacial Obsidian." It is demonstrative of nature's cruel way of giving

The funky CD cover is only a
small hint of the oddmix of sounds the
listener will find in To MySurprise's

epic. The collection falls

water form, then just ruthlessly

sort

of flat.

Unlike her Celebration collection,
which brilliantly capture the Tlngit,
Haida and Tsimshian people of Southeast Alaska, Ice Forms, Life Forms,
Love Forms lacks power. Samaniego
has more of a knack for capturing

people than ice.
The idea behind the show is the
interesting part. The overall way
Samaniego attempts to juxtapose
most

fragmental images of ice formations
and parts of the human body is provoking. However, as with many ideas,

stealing it away, through melting or
evaporation.Why not photograph an
ice cube?
This free show is on exhibit
through Nov. 26, in the M. Rosetta
Hunter Gallery at the north end of the
main SCCC building on Broadway and

Pike.
The Gallery hours are 9:30 a.m.
to 3:30 p.m. on Monday through
Friday, and 5:00 p.m. to 7:00 p.m. on

.

Tuesday and Wednesday evenings. For
more info, call (206) 344-4379.

Courtesy ofJonathan Mannion

To My Surprise

new self-titleddebut album.Shawn
Crahan, Brandon Darner and Stevan
Robinson have created a new sound.
Crahan, one of the founding members
ofthe well-known hardcore rock band.
Slipknot, started To My Surprise and
does drums and vocals for the band.
Each song on the album has its
own creative twist. The opening strains
ofthe album sound like a techno dance
party, but never fear, the easy-going

lockstep guitar groove enters and the
gritty vocals follow. Ifthere is any one
wordthat could describe this album, it

is eclectic. "Easy or Not," for example,
is reminiscent ofclassic Green Day

with catchy guitar licks and melodies.
But wait, the next song, "Turn it Back
Around," sounds like one of the
Beatles' lost tracks. There is no need for
the skip button with this album because

the catchy lyrics and varied musical
styles make it a little something for
everyone.

This album is definitely a fun
listen. Regardless of music tastes,
mood, or musical biases, most listeners
will find this album entertaining. There
is no specific genre in which to put this
album. Funky rock with a little punk
and alternative is the best way to
categorize this one.
The bottom line: you will be
surprised.
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Crossdressing in Shakespeare
SU Drama Department's A Midsummer Night's
Dream production a gender-bending experience
Erica Terence

Editor-in-chief
Strobe lights, black lights, chartreuse
suspenders, ladder sets and electric guitar.
These days it takes a lot to put an original
twist on that well-known and loved
Shakespeareplot, A MidsummerNight's
Dream. And the Seattle University drama
department accomplishes this with verve.
Carried by a spectacular cast, this
innovative and flirtatious performance
directed by Rosa Joshi is well worth your
$6 to get in the door.
Set in Athens with virtually none of
the wooded scenery you might expect of
this drama, the performance airs on the
side of the seductively nontraditional.
Though the play was full ofmodern
gimmicks, and resourceful uses of space,it
retained muchof its Shakespearean spirit
through its convolutedOld English
dialogue and the basic concept of gender
exploration.
Of the four famous lovers,Hermia,

■

played by Suzannah Rogan, was the only
the mischievious, yet eager to please Puck,
one endowed with the appropriateplumbscaling ladders like tree branches and
ing for her character. That's not to say that sprinting off to run Oberon's errands.
Brian Smith commanded the crowd's
anything important was lost in the gender
switch. Jessica Souphanavong played
attention as the king of the fairies,alongside
Lysander and his male competitor
a sizzling hotcoldperformance by Sophia
Tolentinoas Titania, queen of the fairies.
Demitrius was played by Chrissy Chin.
A band ofbarelyclothed fairies,
Andrew Farjo filled Helena's boots (but
Watching
Farjo
no bra).
strut the stagelike
Peaseblossom by Theresa Leary, Cobweb
Lysander
as
and
it was a catwalk
by Molly Tomhave, Mustard Seed by
posture
Demitrius maintained masculine
Sunita Bhuta and Moth by Denise
Peterson, hovered around Tolentino and
was pure hilarity.
After getting over the initial shock of provided a sparkling balance and stage
the switch, all four deliveredpersuasive
presence throughout the play.
performances.
The infamous troop of carpenters
Sandeep Bhuta performed the
turned pseudo actors who open and close
outrageouslyself-righetous role of
the comedy with a play of their own are
Hermia's father Egeus, beforechanging
both bumbling and charming to watch.
costumes to portray Philostrate. Although
Lan Lindsay, as Nick Bottom,
Bhuta played the master of revels, he
skillfully dominates both stages with an
proved himself to be a master of facial
overdeveloped ego.
expression in the tutu of a six-year-old
In Lindsay's company is Christian
ballerina.
Ver playing an exasperatedPeter Quince,
Lisa Guerricabeitia demonstrated
Denise Peterson as Robin Starveling,
Browyn Watson playingSnug, Bobby
utter control overher bodylanguage, as

Art exhibit honors
the human form
Tiffany Small
FeaturesEditor
Seattle University's Kinsley Gallery,located in the Casey
Building, has housed various art exhibitsrelated to academia. Currently the gallery honorsCharles Parrish's collection of art works.
The exhibit is a collection of busts. These busts represent famous
people such as Karl Marx, Ken Griffey Sr., and Michael Jordan. Made
from materialssuch as plaster, bronze, and alabaster, these bustspay
tribute to the hard work accomplishedby the subjects.
"The Man," an enlarged carving of a man is described as,
"capturing firm determination, strength, and courage of the black
man.""Mother Queen" is a "tribute to all women and mothers, young
and old." These casts, not meant to represent a particular person,
embodya strength that permeates the galleries atmosphere.
Parrish modernizesthe classic bust withhis artistic
characteristics. With each bust, Parrishabstracts the persona of the
subjects and enlargescharacteristics such as their forehead and ears.
Parrish evenmanipulates the shape of the entire bust at times.Shown
in a multiple of colors (silver, bronze, pink, orange, and white),the
busts each attain a unique essence of triumph that was accomplished
by each ofthe subjects.
Along with these busts are a hand-full of large drawings.
Unlabeled, these portrait-like drawings closely resemble honorable
persons such as Colin Powell. Parrishhas again taken these common
characteristics, and manipulated them with his linearly abstract

techniques.
Parrish's reasons to choose whom to sculpt, says a statement to
the students and faculty of the SU campus. Accompanying each bust is
an explanationof the significance of each person represented in the
art. These descriptionsclarify the significance of each person represented in the exhibit and aid the gallery's focus.
Ken Griffey Sr., William T. Sherman, Rev. Leon Sullivan,Karl
Marx; these are only a few of the effective people thathave had an
effect on the world's view and the scholar's view as well. It is the
collaboration of these two views that SU attempts to merge with art. It
is at SU where these views are collaborated by Charles Parrish's
exhibit inThe Kinsley Gallery.

Spectator looking for
Cover Editor!
Contact Erica Terence at terence@seattleu.edu

Pregnant?
Need help?
call

Birthright
206-789-5676

Temple as Francis Flute,and Mary
Washinton performing as Tom Snout and
presenting an excellent and extremely
patient wall.
Actors weren't the only ones to
deliver an impressive performance. Some
of the most entertaining aspects of the play
came in the accompanying sounds and
lighting made to fit the body languageof
the cast. Puck, for example, had ahabit of
snapping his fingers in front of a
character's face so as to entrance them to a
consistently hypnotic jingle with a wayof
entrancing viewers as well as actors.
Sounds aside, the choreographed
fights in this play kicked ass,as did the
chase scenes. Throw in a prostrate and
panting Helena, a chillingnightmarescene
by Rogan, a beautiful soliloquy,a donkey,
and lots of feather boas and you have
yourself the original performance running
through Nov. 23.
Ifyou are attendingof your own
volition (not with the express purpose of
collecting class credit) try to arrive early to
ensure yourself a seat at the performance
that has sold out many ofits 7 p.m.
performances already. The performance
begins around 7:30 and runs past 9:30 with
a 10-minute intermission.

A. A. Lemieux Library

Who makes it all happen?
Your librarians
the ultimate search engines

.

@your library"
We can help.

Are you thinking
International Business?

gprapHnHmu

* aw *
MASTER OF INTERNATIONAL
MANAGEMENT (MIM)

A 15-monthaccelerated program,Evening classes
Study and internships abroad, Multi-national student body
« Financial aid, grants and scholarships available

.

Not Ready for
the LSAT?
I'm Steven Klein. LSAT specialist. Fourteen years and
3000 students later, 1 don"t
think anyone knows more
aboutthis tost, or how to teach
it, than Ido. That's why 1 siill
teach nay own classes. That's
why you should callme.
My nine week course features
36 hours of class time with
weekly help sessions and five
mock exams for the reasonable
price of $895.
Ican answer any LSAT question letrue prove it. Call now
for a free seminar:
524-4915

-

WHITWORTH RANKED #6AMONG THEBEST COLLEGES AND
UNIVERSITIES INTHE WEST FOR QUALITYAND VALUE.

SCHOOL OF GLOBAL
COMMERCE AND MANAGEMENT

WhrnsvOKTH
AN EDUCATION OF MIND AND HEART

Associated Students of Seattle University
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This week's "ASSU Weekly Update"is brought to you by ASSUDirector ofPublic Relations, Chris Nguyen...
all questions, comments or concernscan bemade at ext. 6382 or nguyenc@seattleu.edu!

became emerged"

EMERGING LEADER WORKSHOPS

Emerging Leaders is a series of workshops held
during Winter Quarter, focused on helping you
develop as a student leader!

check
this
cut
1
message from assu
ASSU works hard to represent your ideas and
opinions to the fullest. We invite you to
share constructive criticism and feedback that
you believe will help make Seattle University
a better community for all.

Join the program this winter to learn more about yourself,
Our office is open every weekday from 9a.m. to
leadership roles, as well as connect with campus and community 5p.m., with someone on staff ready to listen to
involvement opportunities. No prior experience is required; just your concerns! The only way to make positive
bring yourself and an interest to grow as a student leader on the change, is to present your concerns in a positive
manner. Have a Happy Thanksgiving!
Seattle University campus!

hockey club

For more information, including a schedule and registration form, visit
www.seattleu.edu/getinvolved or stop by the Center for Student
Involvement in 180 Pavilion. This workshop is sponsored by
Leadership Development!

Come and cheer on the Seattle University Ice
Hockey Club team as they challenge the
"Iceotopes" for bragging rights!
Sunday, Nov., 23
Lynnwood Ice Arena

NEW ASSU WEBSITE LAUNCH

Check out the new and improved ASSU website at
www.seattleu.edu/assu!

6:2opm

dub announcements
Club and student organizations are invited to
advertise club announcements on the ASSU
Spectator page each week!

The site has been redesigned to serve you better with a new look and easier
navigation. Use it to find the latest news and information, learn more about
ASSU, get in touch with your student leaders, and/or see what ASSU can you
for you! Over the next few weeks, new features will be added including
information about all ASSU committees and ways for clubs to take advantage
of the new ASSU site. Questions or comments can be directed to ASSU
Technology Specialist, Justin Terada at teradaj@seattleu.edu!

Send your announcements to ASSU Director of
Public Relations, Chris Nguyen, at
nguyen@seattleu.edu by noon on the Monday
prior to the Spectator publication date!

SEAC PRESENTS...

O3 *O4 FOOD SERVICE COMMITTEE

4034

MOVIE NIGHT
COME WATCH

Members: Tyler Cook, Jayson Fagar, Jeffrey Foucrier, Monica Jolly, Theresa
Leary, Sara Leyrer, lan Lindsay, Monica Maggio, Katie Musselmaro, Kevin
Uhl, Christine Usyak, and Mark Weller; Forum Organizer: Saunatina Sanchez

"A NIGHT BEFORE
CHRISTMAS'*

Do you have something to say? Did you miss the deadline? Save your
thoughts for the Food Service Forum. For more information, contact your
ASSU Residential Representative, Alicia Kephart at kepharta@seattleu.edu!

Tuesday, Dec. 2 @ Bp.m.

on

■

Schafer Auditorium

STUDENTstudent
EVENTS
AND ACTIVITIES COUNCIL
center 350 (ncross horn the bistro, next to assu)

BALL 2003
COSMOPOLITAN FALL
-

TOMORROW! Friday, Nov. 21st The Space Needle @ 9:00p.m. to 1:00a.m.

PURCHASE YOUR TICKETS AT CAC NOW! Singles: $15 f Couples: $25 f Group of 6: $60
Complimentary Charter Buses willbe running every half hour from B:3opm to I:3oam, between Bellarmine Circle and
the Space Needle. Hors d'oeurves, desserts, and soft drinks will be provided! Cash Bar for 21 years of age and older!
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Join us for a complimentary evening full of food,
friends, and fun on Tuesday, Nov, 24th, 2003 at
s:3opm in the Campion Ballroom!
SPONSORED BY ISC, SEAC, AND CAMPUS MINISTRY
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Russian tell-all has tongues wagging
Susan B.Glasser
The Washington Post

—

MOSCOW An eageryoung reporter,the
future president. An intimatelunch at a pricey
Moscow sushi restaurant. He orders sake, she
refuses.
"Lenochka,"says Vladimir Putin,usingjour-

nalist Yelena Tregubova's nickname, "why do
you keep talking about politics and onlypolitics? Wouldn't you rather have a drink?"

The scene is from "Tales of a Kremlin

Digger,"a new tell-all memoir by a Kremlin
reporterthathasMoscow'spolitical elite buzzingaboutstorieslike her 1998 lunch with Putin,
a late-night chat with his chief of staff, and
various presidential gaffes and crudities that
nevermadeit into thepapers.
Tregubova, 30, a member of the secretive
Kremlin press pool until she was booted out
by Putin's aides in 2001, has a serious point to
make as well andshe doessounsparingly as

—

she recounts theKremlin's information crackdown and how her fellow journalists went
along with it.

Gazprom forced him out of the magazine he
ran. "Our political classis not used to reading
about itself in such terms. For many of them,
it's shocking."
All through October,Moscow politicos who
could obtain the largely unavailable book
—
to."
leafedthrough it readingas though it wasstill
As ifto provethepoint, theRussiannetwork the Soviet era and this was a valued piece of
NTV planned toair a pieceSundaynightabout underground samizdat. Players searched for
—
the furor surroundingher book until it was their namesin thebook, whichhas no index of
spikedby NTV'spresident. The decisioncame the sort so valued by Beltway readers pounconlyafterthereporthadbeenheavilypromoted ing on a D.C.memoir.
for days andhad already aired in parts of the
Privately,one well-connected Moscowpolitician urged a foreign journalist to read the
Russian far east.
In Moscow, thebook had already been re- book, praising it as an accurateportrait ofhow
ceived asa sensation evenbefore theweekend's things work in theKremlin.Publicly,thesame
controversy:The publishing ofthememoir was insider criticizedit.
an unprecedented act in a place where such
Tregubova gother start asa Kremlinreporter
things as theKremlin'snear-total management for the newspaper Kommersant in the waning
of the press are taken as a given but not spo- yearsofBoris Yeltsin'spresidency.
ken about publicly.
Asfor thestoriedlunch, it took place whenPutin
"There is no tradition of such journalist wasYeltsin'sdirectorof theFederalSecuritySerbooks here," said Sergei Parkhomenko, a vice, the KGB's successor. Tregubova worried,
prominent editor who hosts a radio program she now writes, that Putin was trying to recruit
—
since thestate-controlled natural gasmonopoly her for the agency or for adate. "1felt extremely
"For three years already, we'vehad total
censorship," she saidin aninterview Monday.
"The entirebook can makethe Kremlin angry.
They are so used to reading only what they
like, and Iwriteabout Putin as an ordinary
personand not about a God, as they want me

awkward," she writes.

When he became president in 2000, their
relations werenever so friendly again. Soon,
she writes, reporters were divided into loyal—
ists who got invited to special dinners with
the presidentandrelaxed athis summerdacha,
sailing and water-skiing while the submarine
—
Kursk sank and problem cases like
Tregubova.
Eventually,her accreditation wasyanked and
shebecame a political columnist instead.
To publish the book, she turned after several refusals to Alexander Ivanov, whose Ad
Marginem Press had alreadytaken on thepowers that be with a novel by Vladimir Sorokin,
whose portrayal offictionalgay sex between
Stalin and Khrushchev led to public book
burningsby a pro-Putin youth group.
Undoubtedly, though, it'sall good business
for thebook.Thirty thousand more copies are
to hit

the

streets

this week and Tregubova's

publisher is now dreaming of selling as many
as 300,000 copies.

"Maybe they will learn something from
this," he laughed.

Tourists flock to a lie in South African town
John Murphy
The Baltimore Sun

—

CAPE POINT, South Africa Everyday thousands oftourists trek to this spit ofland that hangs like anapostrophe fromthe
southwesterntipoftheAfrican continent to witnessthemeeting of
the AtlanticOcean and the Indian Ocean.
They standat the edgeof spectacularcliffsplungingdownto the
sea andfocus their camerason the collidingoceanssplashingagainst
the jaggedrocksbelow.
At thegirt shop,theybuycoffeemugs, T-shirts,collectorspoons
—
andbottlesofocean water allemblazoned withthe slogan,"Cape
Point, South Africa:Where TwoOceans Meet."
As awe-inspiring as the visit might be, there's oneproblem.
It's a lie.
Sosay outragedresidentsofCapeAgulhas,about 90miles to the
east. TheAtlantic andIndian oceans, they claim,merge in the waters offthe coast oftheirsleepytown, a flat, wind-sweptcollection
ofseaside cottageslargely overlooked by tourists.

100. For Sale
200. Help Wanted

300. Volunteers

Yet as the summerholiday seasongoeson in theSouthernHemisphere,busloadsofvisitors willonceagain bemisled,Agulhasresidents insist, by shop owners and others profiting from the false
belief thatCape Pointis theplace where twooceanscometogether.
"They are stealing bread from themouth of a baby," saysRiaan
Pienaar, who is leading the fight for Agulhas to claimexclusive
rights to thisgeographic distinction.
For all practicalpurposes, the goodpeopleof Agulhas are correct. More than a half-century ago,a Monaco-based institution

v

i

"No one is trying to deceive tourists," he says."No onecan lay

claim to where the oceans meet. Oceans do their own thing." But

known as theInternationalHydrographicOrganization,whichstan- thepeopleofAgulhasprefer tolive ina worldof absolutes,ofright
dardizesnautical charts, drew a line at 20 degrees east longitude and wrong,ofoceans cleanlydivided.
from Antarctica to Cape Agulhas to markthe division of the two
"One may dismiss it as a trivial tiling. They may think, "Why
oceans.The dividing line is recognizedbyoceanographers,mari- bother aboutit?' But for this communityit is extremelyimportant
ners and theSouth African navy.
to get back its unique selling point,"Pienaar says.
And yet, that's not the endof the story. ThenamingandidentifiTo that end, Pienaar is dedicatedto ridding the worldofrefercationofoceans are,after all,actionsofhumans.
ences to Cape Point as the place two oceansmeet. So far his oneAny givenocean exists on maps as amatter ofconvenience to man campaign has correcteddozensof tourbooks, Web sites and
separatewhatin theendis onevery largecontinuous bodyof water. tourist brochures and stopped misleading advertising for a wine
And what's convenient for CapeAgulhas and what's convenient named TwoOceans.
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sources/Newsbrief InternHelp Wanted
500. For Rent
ship, 140 4thAve.N., Seattle,
"~""~^^^~^^^^^~~
WA 98109. For more info
Internship in the heart of v jsjt www.komotv.com. No One room for rent in
KOMO 4's newsroom! phone inquiries,please. EOE. Magnolia 3bd/2bath house.
Work with TV anchors, reFemale preferred. House is
porters, producers to create Addressers wanted iinmedi- nice with wood floors
rocking news promotion ately! No experience neces- Share kitchen, living room.
spots. You must love and sary. Work at home. Call 405- Private Bathroom.Bedroom
want to improve our writing 447.6397
has wood floors and widows. Good location on bus
production
and video
skills
routes. Rent is $470 +
plus be able to work under Loving, energetic nanny
sometimes stressful breaking wanted 3 days/wk for sweet utilities (aprox. $75) innews situations. Must have 3 y/o & 5 m/o on Beacon
eludes washer/dryer. Available November, email
great attitude andable to work Hill. Expd w/refs. Car
15-20 hours per week week- preferred. Pay $10+/
jtsea@aol.com or 206 285hr
day afternoons. This Winter/ DOE. Call (206) 861-8005
1988
Spring '04 internship is for
credit only and is open to all Nanny PT Two y/o.boy
Maxmillian Capitol Hill
Juniors and Seniors prefer- 9:30-3:30 MWF mm. with
Move-In Special $99 2nd
ably pursuing a Communica- some flex. Experience, child Month Rent Studio in
tion, Jounalism, or Public care skills,and reliable car
beautiful turn of century
Relations degree. Send re- required. Non-smoking.
bldg. start $550, excellent
sume, cover letter, and writ- Native Spanish speaking a
location,hrdw floors, lots of
ing samples toKOMO 4 Tele- plus. (206) 721-7837 or
light, pets ok. Call Jim or
vision, ATTN: Human Resya@comcast.net
Denise (206) 329-5711
~n\t\
ZUU.

for Cape Point are not the same.
Business owners, tour books and ill-informed guides have perpetuatedthismyth,perhapsbecause whatis trueis notalways what
people want to believe.Nor is it profitable.
"Does the Loch Ness monsterexist?"asks Ericde Jager, owner
ofthe CapePoint gift shop. "Scientistssay it doesn't, but there are
thousands oftourists who quite enjoybelievingit."
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400. Services

50°-

For Rent

600. Misc.

Maxmillian Capital Hill
Economy studio, shared
kitchen & bath $325. Call
jjm or Denise at (206) 329-

,,

57

,

Large First Hill $99 MoveJn Special Top noor funky
& charming, 2 bdrm, available pet friendly $925-995
(206)329-1351

-

Adoption A happy home,
loving parents & excited
sister await the joy of a new
baby. Please call Shirley 1800-682-1888code 88 or
attorney Joan collect 206
728-5858 file 5440.
m, n^if;pH auvcuiMiig
rldSMllcu
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can help you:

Find a new employee
"
Find fl new b
Rent out space
♥

West Seattle, Ilgßr in 4
Br house near Aiki Hard
wood floors, WD, prvt.
bath) walk-through closet,
nice roommates. $450.

(425) 444.2468.
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R
Buy

,

ana sell used

merchandise
♥
And much more!
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To advertise in the Spectatorirf
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Website.
.
,
www.RobertaWesterberg.com ormatlon> please contact
Melissa M. Erickson at
Abstract Work & Journal.
(206) 296-6474.
Check It Out!
SU Alum's New Art
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Editorial

What's real about reality TV?

It's a Catholic school

to watch these shows, they ye taken

Toooften of late I've overheard conversations criticizing Seattle
University and its policies, specifically the catholic focus. The
question I'dlike to put out to these people is what did youexpect?
People are influenced by their experienceandcan'tbe faulted for
their inexperience, however they should keep an open mind to
different thoughts and experiences. Being exposed to traditional
Catholic religious symbols around campus and requirements for
religious classesare a far cry fromreturning fromlunch to adesk full
of religious tracts.
Iwas stationed ina little townin Mississippi where you couldn't
throw a rock without hittinga Baptist church. If you werea Baptist,
but not a part of their particular sect of Baptist, you were going to
a bad place. Being Jewish in this town was not an incredibly fun
experience.Think of the Jewish child whohas to go to school here
and is forced to pray to a God they don't believe in, so much for
separation of church and state. In this town, a RedRobin couldn't
be built because the planned location was too close to a church.
The Jesuits are a Catholic order and Catholics are obligated to
expose students to certain teachings. But apart from the Catholic
teachings,Jesuits are also dedicated to aspecific form ofeducation.
An education of challenging students to think clearly, think for
themselves, and test commonly accepted knowledge.
Additionally, the Jesuit view underlines an education in which
you apply your knowledge. Students are encouraged to grow
personally and spiritually, test their values, develop a sense of
responsibility for themselves and their community, andlearn about
making ethical choices in their lives. They learn to balance selfreliance with interdependence,knowledge with spirituality and
mind with heart.
Jewish faith classifies this type of thinking as "tikkun olam (teakoon oh-lahm)— healing and repair of the world." Itis anchoredin
the idea that it is our particular responsibility to find new and more
effective ways to organize andadvocate for social justice.I'm sure
other faiths parallel the Jesuit vision andmission even if they don't
see eye-to-eyereligiously.
I'dlike to think most people considered this type of education
when applying to Seattle University. Even if they didn't think of
religion, the concepts rang true to people who applied to SU and
finally decided to enroll; otherwise why waste the $20,000 plus a
year to attend.
As statedin the beginning,people are shapedby their experiences
encourage you
and all 1 can do is share mine and let you decide. I
to think about whyyou came to Seattle University before criticizing
it and having a full understanding of why the Jesuits do things and
guide the university the way they do.

like
Evenif you don'tparticularly
'

overourprimetime television lives.
People who watch them become
fixated on the immoraland sometimes ridiculous behavior of the
actors involved. Viewers watchthe
shows religiously and schedule
plans around certain shows.
Kevin Curley
Spectator columnist

"Joe Millionaire," "The
Osbournes," "Real World," "Big
Brother," "Survivor," "The Anna
Nicole Show," "Fear Factor," "The
Joe Schmo Show," "SororityLife,"

Have you ever tried to interrupt
someone while they're watching
theirshow?Youmight as well sign
your own death certificate.
Realityshowsdon't rate veryhigh
on the totem pole of my life. They
don'tinterest me at all and Iquestion why people treat them like an

addictive drug.

"Worst-CaseScenario,""Queer Eye
"Fear Factor" presents different
for the Straight Guy." These are obstacles to their contestants that
just a few examples of the nearly challenge someof theirfears. Ifyou
100 "reality" showsthat have over- have evergone to the show's webrunour television sets over thelast site and checked out the stunts they
use, you'dbe amazedby what the
30 years.
The original reality
show,"An AmericanFamily," airedin 1973 onPBS.

The show documented the
livesoftheLoud family of
Santa Barbara,California.
Following the interesting
lives ofMr.and Mrs.Loud
and theirfive childrenover
12 episodes, thehighlights
includeddivorceproceedings betweenMr.and Mrs.
Loudandtheir sonLance's
decisions about his sexu-

fund babies. Now, in its second
season, youcan't tell me that these
women go on the show not knowing that the lucky bastard who gets
to pick his next date is poor. Are
they that dumb that they have no
clue they're being played? It may
have workedthe first timethe show
aired, but Ihope these women are

justplaying around.
Wecould talkabouttheOsbourne
family, but they're so screwed up
that it wouldbe afull-page feature.
These are just a few examples of
how ridiculous reality shows are,
but we can't get away from them.
Every day we are exposed to the
possibility we willrandomlychannel surf to these unexpected and
awful shows.
If you want to watch a reality
show everyday, here is a schedule:
—
*Monday "The Next Joe Mil-

lionaire.

"

—" "The

Schmo Show.

Like it or not, reality shows
have taken over television,

with viewers becoming
fixated on the immoral and
ridiculous behavior of
everyone involved.

Joe

—

*Wednesday " "Sorority/

FraternityLife.

*Thursday

—

"Blind

"

*Friday— "HouseRules.
*Saturday—" Real World/
"
RoadRules Challenge.
*Sunday

—

"Scare Tac-

For those who are not in

touch with reality,pleasedo
not watch these shows; they

In 1973, the lifeof theLouds was
shocking to the American people.
But compared to reality shows today, especially shows that exploit
families like the Osbournes, the
Louds were just another ordinary
family.

Early reality shows that began
—
airingin the '90s- such as "Cops,"
"Real World,"and "Road Rules"—
beganadownward spiralinthequal-

contestants were challenged with.
Some of the fear-challengingstunts
were toeat worms anda pig uterus,
lay in a box with snakes up to their

chin, swim with live alligators and
even swim in a tank ofdead squid.
This doesn't sound interesting or
evenamusing.Butpeoplearedrawn

will only screw with your mind.
You'll think that eating worms as
an appetizer is a great idea ;ind
acting like a complete idiot to draw
attention to yourself is normal.
You'll begin to think Sharon
Osbourne is the next Martha

Stewart.

We the people must stand up to
this growing threatof "reality" television. It is messing with our minds
that Americans are drawn to this and threatening the lives of innoity of television shows aired new form of TV drama. That night cent people. For those of us who
throughout the world.
the show blasted the competition understand that there is life outside
These
shows
aresome
ofthe
more
when it drew 13.8 million viewers yourliving room, stay intouch with
The Spectator Editorial Board consists of Erica Terence,
popular
among
yourselfanddon't fallvictim to the
choices
viewers to- betweenages 18-49.
KyleFord andAustin Burton.Signedcommentariesreflect
day, but there are also shows that
As we move on to the "Joe Mil- evil world of reality television.
the opinions of the authors and not necessarily of the
include fixing upa house, thelife of lionaire" saga, we have to take a
Spectator, Seattle University or its student body.
a showgirl inLas Vegas, and "real" break from reality. The first time Kevin Curley is a sophomore
emergency room drama; not that around, the show reaffirmed my political science major. Send
curleyk©
we don't getenoughofthat with the belief that most women are only feedback
to
primetime show, "E.R."
interestedintherich boys, the trust- seattleu.edu.
■
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to watching others suffer

Ar you paying attention?
Iwas just wonderingif theperson
who wrote the article on Ari Hest
("Album Story After Story skillfully reflectslovelife," The Spectator, 11-13-03) actually took time
outto doresearchbefore stating her
opinion.
It's interesting how my room—
mate who was just introduced to
John Mayer and Ari Hest's music
by me could distinguish the difference intheir voices. Icantellyou
that many people would disagree
with comparing their voices% The

—

.

song, "When Everything Seems
Wrong," the one that contains the
When will you come back to
your senses?, also appeared on
Hest's Come Home album.
Ialso find it interesting how the
authorof the articlerelates"Didn't
line,

Want To Say Goodbye" to Hest's
"failed lovelife." Ifind it interesting because of what the song was
actually written for; a memorial.
The mother of one of his good
friends waskilled at theWorldTrade
Center, and he was really close to
her as well.The song was written in
memory of her. Iguess you could
relateit toa failedlove life, but then
again, when does a guy get cards

with bouquets?

Sarita

via e-mail

Endangered species
Ihave an issue with the recent
column written by Madeleine
Hottman("Ecology Endangeredby
Sucker Politics of Humans," The
Spectator,11-13-03).
While Hottman claims we need
to put more emphasis on human

Did the author take the opportuto talk to Mr. Hest after the interests in dealing with matters
show, email him or even ask ques- concerning endangered species, it
tions?
seems to me that she is actually
Icanspeak fromexperience,Ari using an example to support the
is always up for answering ques- opposite position. She contradicts
tions. He takes time afterhis show herselfby sayingthe failure to remto talk to people and he always edy the sucker situation was due to
replies to his email when he has a the political agenda versus the acfree moment. This is just a fan exSee Letters on p. 15
pressing her mind.

nity
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Health care system in need of overhaul
financial interest to give the patient
health begins with unneeded treatment. Excess capaceducation.Thereis verybasichealth ity is partly theresult of America's
education in America's schools,but need forimmediateservice.Itwould

siderably higher in America comparedtoothernations thatmay have
salary caps or government-funded
medicalschoolsthat take awaydocit needs to be further stressed and be unthinkable for some to wait tors' needs toearn a higher income
continued past elementary grades. more than three orfourhours for an in order to pay back student loans.
live forever.

Also, good

If peoplewere to betterunderstand
the effects of their habits, a large
portionofthemoney spentonhealth
care today would not be needed.
But these two steps only get the
nation part of the way.
For the healthcare that is needed,
our country must take steps toward

Mark Griswold
Spectator columnist

For those of you who have read
my lasttwo opinions,you probably efficiency. The biggest waste in
think I'm some sort of heartless health care is administration, with
"dittohead."
4.6 percent of the total paid for
Well, I'm not. I'm independent health care going to it. By greatly
and can think for myself; and to simplifying insurance programs,or
exhibit that fact, here are my views better yet, introducing a federal
on health care.Ithink you will find government sponsored universal
them very "progressive" or "lib- healthinsurance program,muchof
eral" or whatever the antonym of the money devoted to monitoring
"dittohead" may be to you.
and paying forhealth care wouldbe
Over 40 millionpeople are now saved.
without any form of health care,
Malpractice insurance is also
whiletheinsuredpay ever-increas- more costly than necessary, driven
ing premiums and receive dimin- up by the need tocover settlements
ishing benefits. But this is not the and lawsuits with awards far outproblem.Health practices areworse weighing damages. A perfect exand expectations are greater than ampleof this is the $28 billionsum
those of people in other developed awarded to theCalifornia womanin
nations.
Octoberof2002 fortobaccorelated
Therefore, the first step in imple- cancer (this decision was reversed
mentinga betterhealth plan is todo on appeal).
away with the extraneouscosts asExcess care and excess capacity
sociated with treating people for alsodriveup the cost of health care.
chronic ailments that will never go Since most doctors in the US operaway.Humans werenevermeantto ate ona pay-per-service,it is in their

MRI even though that added wait

time has no ramifications on their
health.

Theother cause of excess capacity is the insuranceindustry's need
for self-preservation exercised
through supply and demand economics. By convincinghospitals to
build an extra wing at a time when
there may be a surge in inpatient

Don't just give spare
change...buy the
person a meal.

incommunity."SeattleUniversity is beingchallengedthisyear
to live in radical compassion.
It is again that time of year
where giving love and offerings are the normal practice.
There are the bell ringers outside
of shopping centers, food drives
at supermarketsand generalgood
will everywhere else. However,
whatis SU doing this year to live
in radical compassion?
"Lots of things" is the answer
you will receive. Depending on
who and where you are, many
great

things are being accom-

plished.The residence halls area
great place to start

looking and

acting.They are the heartof SU's

community. Thisis whereradical
compassion is the greatest.
Something specifically Iam
challenged to do with the idea of
radical compassion is to see who
needs my love and compassion.I
may not know the people I am

portantly, universal health care,

easeor eventhecommoncoldtrans-

perhaps unemployed)can now get

ing.
mitted on a subway from one
Pharmaceutical costsare alsopart strangerto thenext.Everyone would
of this excess care practice. Many pay an equal percentage of their
of the drugs prescribed by doctors income for equal care instead of
are unnecessary at best, downright those without employer-provided
dangerous at worst. Nonetheless, healthinsurancepaying drastically
they are doled out at the request of highpremiums and those with empharmaceuticalcompanies that romancedoctors with free trips to ski
resortsand lunches at fancy restaurants. This does not even account
for all the doctors that must own
stock in thesamecompaniesas well.
The final part of this equation From p. 14
that drives up health care costs is
physician's income. While not a tual goodof the fish, as opposed to
majorcontributor, theyarepaidcon- her belief that weneed to pay more

someamount beingpaid thannoth-

the assistance they need and return
to a productive lifestyle.
Mark Griswold is a junior
internationalstudiesmajor. Send
your
feedback
to
five11c ©cliffhanger. com

Letters to the editor

gated to do so. However, ifIdo
meetoneIhope to embrace them
as a friend. This is a part of my
radical compassion.
Radical compassion may seem
like a fairy tale dream, yet the
Jesuitidentity ofSUembraces the
idea fully. A book byFather Gary
Smith,SJ, entitled Radical Compassionis circulating through the
campus community. This book
brings the ideas of radical compassion to life. It looks at homeless issues not as statistics or as
people apart, butrather as people
living withus incommunity.This
book is challenging, but worth
the time to read. SU attempts to
livein asimilar compassion with
soup kitchens and street feeds.
Campus Ministry can help connect you.

Finally, Iwant to challenge
everyone this holiday season to
This is a way to recycle to help participateinradicalcompassion.
people and reduce waste helping Not only give spare change but
also buy the person a meal. Don't
the earth.

TheNWC works to helpchildren
and adults withdevelopmentaldisabilities. They raise funds to promote the growth, development and
independence of persons with disabilities through programs of education, rehabilitation and work opportunity.TheCenterreliesonclothing donations to help fundservices
to hundreds of persons each year.
These donations are converted to
income that enables NWC tomaintain services to 500 children and
adults every month. NWC lives in
radical compassion.
Iwill probably never meet oneof
these500 people.Ido not feel obli-

wouldbe dispersed over the entire

the insurance industry can population asjustlyaspossible. And people whoget sickand wouldhave
demandlower fees for filling that since it is in the best interestof the previously been unable to seek
wing whenitbecomes empty.Even whole population to haveeveryone medical attention (therefore only
if the hospital cannot receive its ingood health, it wouldreduce the becamesicker and sickeruntil they
normal fee, it would rather have costs associated with epidemic dis- began to miss work and were then
care,

To live in radical compassion
helping, maynever even see them,
butIhope theyknow people care.I
understand that the smallest of
things cancausethe greatestofjoys.
May Ihelpin this process?
Thisis where myradical compassion comes in.This holiday season,
look for containers that holdclothing in the residence halls from December 1-15. SU willbe collecting
KevinUhl
clothes to benefit the Northwest
Spectator columnist
Center (NWC). These containers
willbe located in the lobbies of the
halls
as well as in each recycling
compassion.
Radical
This
simple phrase is an attempt to live room in the Murphy Apartments.
in a world that changes all of
our relationships from an "us
versus them" to a "we together

ployer-provided health insurance
paying a differing percentage of
—
theirincomeforlower yetinmany
—
cases still exorbitant premiums.
However,similarto Germany and
unlike Canada, it would be more
Making health care more effi- prudent to allow those in higher
cient makes the cost more afford- income brackets to opt out of the
able for everyone andallows those system and pay for private insurwith greaterincome to pay more of ance, thereby respecting their right
it to cover those with less.
of autonomy and preventing them
This wouldbestbedone through from altering the universal system
taxation. By introducing a univer- to benefit their own special intersal health careplan managedby the ests.
government, the cost ofhealth care
So with this better and,more im-

just read about the current issues
but act in a way that shows compassion and understanding; ask
what can be done.
Butmore important of all,try to
liveradical compassionnotjustin
December, but also the other 11
months of the year. Act ina way
that shows love and compassion
to people, the earth and most importantly to ourselves. Through
love and compassion we find our
true selves.

The Department of the Interior
already hasa branchcalledtheU.S.
Fish and Wildlife Service, whose
job is to protect endangered species.Shouldn't the governmentget
more involved before a species
reaches the crisis stage?
Most species are endangeredbecause of destructive human activities, but it isn't until someone attempts to stop

these activities that

anyonepays attention.
There is an alarming ignorance
on the part of the government and
the general public when it comesto
preserving wildlife; little is being
done to correct this deficiency. The
Bush administration is more set on
changing the Endangered Species
Act to allow huntingand collecting
ofendangeredspeciesinothercoun-

tries by U.S. citizens (effectively
reopening the ivory trade in Africa). Or increasing the levels of
snowmobiles allowed
in
Yellowstone. Or drilling for oil in
NationalParks.
The problem Hottmanis presenting is not a lack of attention being
paid to the human costs, but a lack
of attention to the other beings on

this planet.

However,inKateOpatz's review
("Exotic Cuisine, Atmosphere at

Marrakesh,"

The Spectator, 11-6-

03) therewasan incorrectassertion

right at the beginning.
She states, "Entering Marrakesh

is like steppinginto a Bedouin tent
inMorocco." AlthoughIcan appreciate lifting this "fact" from the
restaurant's own publicity release
(which many other news sources
and papers do), it is not quite correct.

Iam familiarwith theMarrakesh

and enjoyed the experience much
as Ms. Opatz did. However, culturalsensitivityand awarenessleads
me to question why such a misunderstanding about Bedu culture
wouldbe perpetuated.
The diverse cultures of Bedouin
peoples are very misunderstood.
Although there are Arabnomads in
Morrocoand North Africa, they are
Berbers, and not related to Bedu
cultures. Berbers cultures speak a
different language than Bedu and
have their own unique history. Although the two are often confused,
they are certainly not the same.
The interiorof theMarrakeshis a
very stylizedOrientalist, exotic fantasy ofthe interiorof a Bedu tent to
cater to tourist minded people.Just

because it has an atmosphere remi-

niscent of a tent, does not make it
Bedouin. "Tent" does not equal
"Bedouin." Certainly the Aleget
tribe in the Sinai area, or tribes in
the Negev orJordan would not recognizetheinterioroftheMarrakesh
as even an upscale Bedouin envi-

Alicia Ward
Sophomore, Biology

Check, please

Kevin Uhlisajuniorecological
studies major. Sendfeedback
to uhlk@seattleu.edu

attention to human costs.
Thisexampleshows a huge oversight on the part ofthe government
to monitor the actual conditions of
the situation. Why was most of the
research concerning the plight of
the fish done after, rather than before, the decision was made?

and types of foods that can't be
easily found anywhereelse thatit's
well worth some attention.

\

Ienjoy reading reviewsof local
The Spectator. Se-

restaurants in

ronment.

TheMarrakeshisadelightfuldin-

ing experience with elements of
Moroccan culture, but has little to
do with Bedouin life and history.
Juliana Tadie
Senior, Humanities
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